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Respected dignitaries from home and abroad, beloved leaders of Cheon Il Guk, Heaven has given us a
great blessing and as we welcome spring, when all of nature is coming alive, we can feel the fact that
heaven and earth can receive Heaven's blessing in the springtime of the providence. I would like to thank
all of you for coming to attend the inauguration of the HJ Magnolia Foundation. The HJ Magnolia Global
Medical Foundation is going to have Dr. Sang-gyun Kim as the inaugural chairman of this foundation. I
would like to congratulate you.
Beloved leaders, God, the Creator, created the world for the sake of his
beloved children and dreamed of a world of peace, unity and happiness―
one family under God. God wanted to realize that ideal. However due to
the excessive greed of the first human ancestors God's original ideal world
could not be realized and as a result, the world became fallen, a world of
division, a world of conflict. Therefore, God who is our vertical True
Parent has sent our True Parents to earth so that through our True Parents
we can now receive the blessing and connect to God once again as his
beloved children. The path opened for human beings to receive the
blessing and be born again from the position of orphans.
In the original world of God's ideal, there is no disease; there is no
suffering. Therefore, True God wanted the world to be a world full with
love, filled with blessings.
However, due to the fall of the first human ancestors, God's ideal was
frustrated and a world of true love became a world of sadness, a world of tears, a world of suffering.
However, God has continuously worked to save fallen human beings from their difficult situation,
guiding human history, the history of the restoration for the salvation of human beings over six thousand
long years, sending countless prophets and countless leaders. For over 6,000 years, God prepared and sent
his only son Jesus Christ, but due to the ignorance and opposition of the people, Jesus had to take the
miserable path of the cross. However, God who is the vertical True Parent of humanity has been working
to save human beings. God never gave up on this mission and that is why in the original ideal, God has
wished to realize an ideal world and eventually, upholding God's earnest wish, God's only son and only

daughter were born on this peninsula, in Korea. True Parents came to Korea to bring about the salvation
of humanity.

Substantiating hyo jeong
Rev. Sun Myung Moon and Mrs. Hak Ja Han Moon are the True Parents. They brought victory and they
became the True Parents of humanity. They lead their lives not for the sake of greed or personal gain, but
they have been working to realize God's original ideal -- to demonstrate lives of hyo jeong, filial heart,
from West to East and from East to West, from North to South and from South to North, True Parents
invested their entire lives for the realization of God's ideal. True Parents have taken a path of blood, sweat
and tears to realize heavenly tribes, heavenly nations, heavenly continents and the heavenly world in
attendance to God. This was a path covered in blood, sweat and tears. There was a time when True
Parents could not look ahead. They were in the midst of a desert sandstorm, looking for a needle. Yet,
True Parents were able to find that victory and history thanks them. True Mother was able to restore
God's stature as the True Parent of humanity. True Parents have invested everything, They have worked
continuously, investing themselves, risking their lives for the restoration and salvation of human beings.
Whenever there is a mother, we know there are children. The Mother always wishes for the children's
welfare. Every time the mother hears the cries of a child, she immediately strives to sacrifice herself for
the sake of the child. A mother's entire focus and attention is solely on the children. It is the same for us.
In particular, Heavenly Mother's heart, how earnest would it be to save human beings from this world of
sadness, this world of sorrow and pain. In particular, looking at the children who are suffering from all
types of diseases and all types of ailments, how painful must it be?
However, True Mother understands the situation and that is why True Mother has founded the HJ
Magnolia Medical Foundation to heal human beings from the pain of medical and physical ailments and
to help human beings once again be God's beloved children.
Assuaging suffering and illness
We'll lead medical research to prevent ailments and illnesses, and I believe we can also solve all the
various problems afflicting today's world. It is important for ICUS and the HJ International Foundation
for the Unity of the Sciences to work together to come up with innovative ways of solving the world's
problems, in particular, eradicating diseases. Therefore, all of the various medical organizations from Il
Hwa Pharmaceuticals to the Sun Hak Educational Foundation School of Medicine, Ilshin Hospital in
Japan, centered on the HJ Magnolia Foundation, we will embrace God's ideal and work together to solve
all of the problems afflicting today's world. I hope that the foundation can become the standard-bearer for
God's love for humanity and God's desire to alleviate human suffering from preventable diseases, so that
we can realize a world of freedom, peace, equality, unity and happiness. It is my hope that the HJ
Magnolia Foundation can take the lead in resolving the problems afflicting today's world and help realize
a world of peace a world of happiness for all humanity, a world that is the kingdom of heaven on earth,
centering on Heavenly Parent and True Parents. May the blessings and love of Heavenly Parent and True
Parents be with you and all your families.

